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I’ll start “Once upon a time...” because that’s how I used to begin all my stories. 
They’d start with a little lost soul - a nice sweet uncomplicated victim of  a girl - and 
end happily ever after, the girl firmly tied into the bosom of  a rich family.  I was paid 
by story by the powers that be. Create a fairy story, they demanded. Give people hope 
their princes will come, that their dragons will be slain, and that riches beyond their 
dreams are within reach. So I did. Page after page of  monsters and fairies, witches, 
goblins and gnomes. The real people who my stories really wanted to be about, were 
abandoned on the periphery of  this wild forest of  imagination, gazing in to 
something that did not approach reality.

Now that makes me sad. I was gazing at one of  my heroines the other day. I say 
‘heroine’ but she really didn’t behave like any of  those perfect princesses that I might 
have mentioned.

To start with, she’s tall. Blonde, yes, like a real fairy princess often is, but far taller 
than me. She was strong, not the kind of  little maid who could blow away in the 
slightest shiver of  wind. I depicted her as having a terribly hard life - which was true 
in the main, but she wasn’t exhausted, left alone to struggle, she just took it all in her 
stride.

Honestly? Cinderella was a heroine of  the highest order before I created the 
character we all know - and who floats around in a glass carriage dancing with a 
print. I took this brave creature and turned her into something glamorous and 
idealised - but something so much less than she was. A pathetic hopeful creature, not 
a dynamic woman who could stand her ground.

The first part of  the story is largely true. Her father had remarried, certainly unwisely, 
and definitely regretted. By that time her stepmother had her way, the bank accounts 
and power of  attorney. He was a nice chap, all he really wanted was someone to look 
after him. Funnily enough it was his daughter, not his second wife, to whom that 
responsibility fell. His new wife was busy buying property and spending his fortune.
He was a nice enough old duffer. Naive, but sweet enough, believed women’s place 
was in the home, believed in ‘once upon a time’ and ‘happy ever after’, believed in 
stereotypes and that people are born into their roles and should be happy with their 
lot.



Luckily for her, Cinderella shared none of  these traits. She’d started early, a paper 
round to supplement pennies of  pocket money (before her step mother stopped 
them), a cleaning job, selling ribbons to her school friends, then progressing to dolls’ 
outfits. She covered home helps to support her father when his new wife was 
uninterested in helping. Then a bar job that paid her through training and tuition.
She worked hard, certainly, and she also know how to play, and play was her delight. 
Every Friday night she’d be dancing, centre of  a heaving crowd. Throbbing to the 
punch of  dance music, or a little more refined and a sought after partner for salsa. 

Once the festivities of  the marriage between her father and stepmother were over, her 
chores multiplied like flies. Collecting drycleaning, more cleaning, shopping, a taxi 
service for her two new stepsisters and their never-ending and highly demanding 
social lives. It was a rare Friday or Saturday she could free herself  from the shackles 
and dance all night. Oh, and how she suffered the next day, when she did. Her spirits 
were high, though, and carried her through the next day. 

You think you know what happens next, don’t you? I told it so well it captured the 
heart of  every man, woman and particularly small girls of  a very specific age. Ball at 
the palace, no dress, magical coach and horses from mice, bells ringing at midnight to 
spoil a romantic dance and a hunt for a mysterious woman through the night. 
It’s not all completely fabricated, you know. I do have some loyalty to my sources. She 
did look amazing: statuesque, blonde, amazonian almost with her hair curled around 
her stunning face and blue eyes, lighting up the room. She had sparkling jewels at 
throat and delicate ears. No matter they were paste, held together with wire, they 
would have fooled everyone who didn’t get too close. 

The dress was her own creation, pulled together from material and a gown that had 
been her mother’s. Hours of  needlework - the fine stitches honed from creating tiny 
garments to sell to her friends - this was nothing new to her poor calloused hands, 
and she had developed - through bitter experience the skills to create beautiful 
garments. Her stepsisters were already dressed in her best work, and though they 
came home and repeatedly demanded repairs, they knew her tailoring was at its 
finest. Truly, though, this garment was the absolute pinnacle of  her talent. I saw her 
try it on first, she did look unrecognizable, for the class and sophistication was a far 
cry from her everyday shabbiness.

Best of  all, the shoes. She had learnt shoemaking from one of  the finest in the land, 
starting by picking up scraps of  leather from under his workbench, and then 
progressing to shaping her own lasts, creating bright and eye-catching sandals, then 
ballet slippers and sparkling heels. The pair she put on matched her dress completely, 
with a heel that was so finely balanced that she felt she was walking on air; you could 
see it in her posture. I almost didn’t recognize her.



“I’ve had enough of  this drudgery, of  not being noticed, of  not dressing well, of  
working every hour with no thanks or reward. Now I’m taking my hard won talents as 
a trophy, and this will be my prize. Watch this.”

I was confused. This ball was for presenting young women into society. She shook her 
head and laughed, a merry tinkling sound.

“A meat-market, you mean?”

I hadn’t seen her as practical or thoughtful as this before. She had a plan. This was a 
business. She had seen an opportunity and was grasping it confidently.

“The theory is, I look my best, all the most beautiful - and wealthy - want my outfits, 
and I’m set up for life.” Her eyes shone. “Every woman wants to be an individual, to 
dress in her own unique way, and I can help her with it.”
Astute indeed, but hardly material for a fairy story. 

I do my best with the material afforded to me. Magic is so much more appealing than 
hard graft, and immediate wish-fulfillment is more satisfactory than effort to the 
consumer of  fairytales. It’s said that to be an expert, ten thousand hours of  effort has 
been invested: Cinderella was far beyond this - and yet I chose to wipe this from 
history and replace these good hours of  labour with a fairy godmother, a mother 
figure to make the reward for hard work luxury.

The ball started; women processed in, sparkling and preening in every colour of  the 
rainbow, like a stream in the sun or the sea at sunset. The lined up, they curtsied to 
the Prince and his loutish entourage (yet another creation of  mine, a handsome 
prince who could give my heroine the love that would deliver perfection), the gang of  
loutish youths, all monied boys keen to abuse their high social standing and serried 
ranks of  girls hoping to catch their eyes.

Maybe it was my darling’s complete lack of  interest in the posse of  young men. It 
probably helped that the older women chaperoning the naive army of  girls were 
watching the prince’s friends suspiciously, were the ones to note the perfection of  her 
dress, the neatness of  the bodice and tiny bows stitched through the waistband, the 
lace net across and under the full skirt and the flattering neckline edged with velvet 
ribbon. Or maybe it was the little peek of  sparkling shoe under the skirts of  her dress. 

Whichever it was, allied with her winning smile, witty conversation and perfect 
manners - and time for every woman in the room - that kept her surrounded by 
people. She talked as she hoped about her dress, her hair, she gave out embroidered 
ribbons with a post office box address and promised to create jackets, blouses, and one 
off  dresses for maidens and mothers alike.



Midnight approached, the time she had promised to collect her stepsisters from the 
ball - they had, of  course, no idea that she was floating amongst them! The evening 
had been enthralling and she’d lost track of  time. Although the price approached, she 
darted away, rushing down the steps. For not only was he close, so were her sisters and 
recognition would be too much.

She ran through the courtyard, catching her dress on the gate and tearing it, then 
slipping off  her shoes to run, fastening them around her handbag strap. Then she had 
to slip into jeans and a T-shirt in the back of  the car, ready to drive to the gate. She 
didn’t notice that only one of  the shoes made it into the bag she stowed in the trunk, 
and there it was found by the group out searching for this mysterious woman a few 
hours later.

On collecting her sisters from the palace, she was first fascinated and then alarmed to 
find that she was the talk of  the evening. She was relieved it was only a post office box 
address she had left - all were after her!

The papers were full of  it: pictures of  the shoe, of  her in the half-light as she dashed 
into the night. Front pages of  all the fashion magazines, commentators speculating on 
the creator of  this elegant look, was it an established design house trying something 
different or an ingenue stepping out on her own? The magazines were everywhere, 
there were features on all of  the newspaper style sections, and copycats were turning 
up everywhere.

And here my story chose to follow its heart, where the truth is far more logical. My 
search was by a love lorn Prince, scouring the land for a bride. You’ve probably 
worked out that this really didn't’ happen. The Prince decided not to pick a “bride”, 
but indulge himself  with far too many of  the willing debutantes. The palace was in 
scandal, and he was sent off  to study far away. They were only too keen to focus on 
the shoe designer.

The search was led by the Queen herself, or at least her stylist, who had far more 
influence over the nation’s clothes. There was no frenzied trying on of  shoes by the 
women of  the land, but a simple note sent to the Post Office box address asking for a 
fitting. 

I’ve always thought the Queen was an astounding beauty, she’s so tall, so powerful - so 
beautifully dressed, so influential. She (and her stylist) recognized the craftsmanship 
that had gone into the shoe, the attention to detail. But more than that. The 
abandoned shoe was exactly her size.

This wouldn’t be as surprising if  she was a regular size, but this show was far bigger 
than any of  the dainty feet who came to the Palace in the days after the ball claiming 
to have designed it, and demanding contracts and design commissions. So many 



fraudulent claims, so much blustering and lying, that the Queen got quite impatient 
for an answer from the true designer.

“Whosoever this shoe fits.”

If  Cinderella’s shoe, as I described, had been a tiny size, hundreds of  girls would have 
fitted into it. I’ve always been surprised that no-one pointed this out from my story. 
This was, truly, no ordinary shoe - it was a big size, and few women could truly wear 
such a size without looking like a child in their mother’s shoes.

The shock of  her success and inundation of  the Post Office box with notes meant that 
it was a few weeks before, nervously, Cinderella approached the palace, with a new 
pair of  red shoes with flowers at the toes, and a box containing a pair of  the silver 
shoes in what she now knew was that Queen’s size. Both shoes, this time.

I thought the hunt for that dainty foot to fit into the slipper was rather a triumph of  
imagination, don’t you agree? Ending with a business transaction isn’t quite the fairy 
tale happy ever after that I was contracted to deliver to my readers.

Cinderella opened her own atelier, specializing in plus size shoes. She also dabbled in 
dress design, but her heart was in the beautiful rainbow of  shoes that filled the 
window and kept women pouring in for more.

She forgave me some years ago for making up so much of  her story. Our son is now 
working with her, and looks set to take over her design empire. Our daughter, who is 
only twelve, has already started to make handbags for all of  her friends from offcuts 
and samples from her mother’s workbench. I hope my telling of  the truth behind the 
tale will appease her mother forever. She will always be my princess.

And the ‘handsome prince’? He lived happily ever after somewhere, but never came 
back or became king. We have a president now. She’s very forthright and wears great 
shoes.


